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ABSTRACT 
This paper illustrates Winograd's approach to computing 
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). This new approach 
changes the DFT into a cyclic convolution of 2 sequences, 
and illustrates shortcuts for computing this cyclic convolution. 
This method is known to reduc~ the number of multiplies required 
to about 2o% less than the number of multiplies used by the 
techniques of the Fast Fourier Transform. 
Three approaches are·discussed, one for prime numbers, 
one for pr~ucts of primes, and lastly one for powers of odd 
primes. For powers of 2 Winograd's algorithm is,in general, 
inefficient and best if it is not used. 
A computer sL~ulation is illustrated for the 35 point 
transform and its execution time is compared with that of 
the Fast Four~er Transform algorithm for 32 points. 
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INTRODUGriON 
This pape~ will L~troduce a new approach to computing 
the Disc~ete Fo~ier Transform (DFT). This new app~oach was 
developed by Dr. Schmuel Wino~ad and hence coine:i the 
'~L~ograd Discrete Fourie~ Transform' (WDFT). This new approach 
was developed. ideally for computing the DFT for a prime number 
of points. The UJ1derlying princi:::le is to reorder the input 
elements in such a fashion that the DFT has the appearence of 
a cyclic convolution of 2 sequences. From this point onward 
the analysis is that of illustratL~g shortcuts for computing 
this cyclic convolution. 
Prime Number Theory plays a large role in this technique 
because for every prime number there exists a 'prirr:itive ~oot' 
which is utilized in regenerating the input se~uence, such that 
the DFT becomes a cyclic convolution of 2 sequences. 
Winograd, in ref [1] ,states that computing the cyclic convolution 
of 2 sequences of N points ( W 0 , W 1 , W 2 , ... , W N _1) and 
(x0 ,x1 ,x2 , ... ,~_1 ) is equivalent to finding the coefficients 
of the following polynomial of z: 
2 
Computi~g the coefficients of the above polyr.omial is the crux 
of this paper. For large N this computation is cumbersome. 
Kolba, in ref [2], describes an alternate method for computing 
(0.1) which uses the Chinese Remainder Theorem. This method 
is illustra -:eel in sect 1. 3. 
Winograd, in ref. [3], proves that the mL~irnum number of 
multiplies required to compute (0.1) is: 
2(N) - k 
where k is the number of irreducible factors of (zN-1). 
Although the mL~imum number of multiplies required to compute 
(0.1) is known, finding these multiplies is a completely different 
task. At present these multiply algorithms have only been 
determined for 2,3,5,and 7 point transforms. Other algorithms 
can be obtaiiled by using combinations of these. Appendix B [4] 
gives the algorithms for computing the 2,3,4,5,7,8,9,and 16 
point transforms. 
There are 4 1:a.sic approaches fo the WDFT depending 
on the characteristics of the number of the input samples; 
namely if it is a prime, product of primes, power of an odd prime, 
3 
or power of 2. This paper will address 3 of these cases by 
going through its theoretical development, summa~y of steps 
needed for computation and lastly an illustration. The First 
Chapter will deal with the theoretical development of the vlDFT 
for a prime number of poL~ts. Chapter Two will cover the ~illFT 
for a number of points equal to the product of primes. In 
Chapter Three the powers of odd primes will be dealt with. 
Powers of the unique even prime 2 uses a different approach. 
For this last case the structure of the HDFT becomes inefficient 
computational wise and is not a good approach. This case will 
be omitted. 
A?pendLx C illustrates a computer simulation of a 35 
point WDF7 which ~tilizes the algorithms L~ AppendL~ 3 for the 
5 and 7 point transfor~s. This simulation does the 5 point 
transform 7 times then FUts this output into the 7 point transform 
and does this 5 times. The input data is of the form, 
2000. [cos( 2·~-;"Jt) + j sin( 2n3t)] 
and j = -r-::1 
t=0,1/J5,2/35,3/35, ... ,34/35 
The execution ti..me of the 35 point WDFT simulation is contrastei 
with the a~ecution time of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for 
32 points. The program setup and conclusions are discussed in 
the last Chapter. 
CHAPTER I 
:.:DFT FOR A PRIME NUMBER OF POlliTS 
1.1 Definition of the DFT 
The Discrete Fourier Transform of N points is of the 
form 
N-1 
(1.1.1) = E X 
n 
n=O 
where w1 is the Nth root of unity i.e., 
The matrix 
(1.1.2) 






















. . ~ 










. ~·!(N-1) (N-1 
xl\T-1 
.5 
' Since the first row and first coluaD are all 1 s (1.1.1) 
can be rewritten as: 
(l.l.J) y 0 
N-J. 
= l: X 
nq) 
k = 1,2,3, ... ,N-1 
where Yk is the (N-1) by (N-1) lower right portion of the 
matrLx in (1.1.2) i.e., 
(1.1.4) 
N-1 
= I: X n 
n=l 
1{kn k = 1,2,J, ... ,N-1 
Wi.nograd.'s tec.hnique will be applied to eq (1.1.4). 
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1.2 Generating the Reordered Set of Elements for a Prime 
N~·.rnber of Points N and Restructuring the Matrix 
Since N is prime, all the non zero integers less than 
N form a cyclic group under multiplication modulo N. The 
generator,g, of the group is called a primitive root of N. 
A table of primitive roots for all primes less than 5000 is 
given in reference [..5 ] • 
The first step is to permute the input data as follows 
(1.2.1) g1(mod N) 
g2( mod ~1) 
gJ(mod N) 
N-lc ) g mod N 
Rewrite (1.1.2) using the above permutation and eliminating the 
st st 1 row and 1 column. 
(1.2.2) 
Yg1mod N 
y 2 g mod N 
ygJmod N 
Y N-1 g mod N 
:. 
(1 +l) 
·,rg mod N 
( 2+1) 
wg mod N 




(l+(N-1)) d N 
wg mo 
( 2+(N-l)) 
• • . wg mod N 
g (J+(N-1))mod N 
.w 
. 
( (N-1) +1) d N 
\·!g mo . , , 
(2(N-l)) d N 
wg mo 
X 1 
g mod N 
x g2mod N 
x g3mod N 
X N-1 d N g mo 
3y ordering the data according to the exponents of g, (1.1.4)~4n 
be changed Lnto a circular convolution for any prime 
:r l2 J . 














v. = ~~15 






vl2_ 1 .19 ~~ - 1\ 
= ~{13= ~!20 
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complex exponentials gives: 
= = 
·H ?n+l n=O,l,2,J,.,. 
= :::: 
w?n+2 
= ... :::: 
r~ ?n+J ~ 




= . . . = 
H?n+6 
rewrite the r:: matrix of the DFT using the above reduction 
of exponents. 
(1.2.3) 
Yo l wo no Ho wo 1.0 ~~0 ~~0 II ,\ xo wo wl w2 ~!3 w4 ,{5 H6 yl xl 
.[0 w2 w4 ~-!6 ul rtlJ Th5 y2 v x2 
y3 :{0 HJ w6 w2 ~{5 wl r-4 ~~ XJ 
y4 ~-!0 \{4 wl H5 w2 w6 w3 x4 
y5 \A[o w5 ~[J wl H6 w4 w2 x5 
y6 . ro w. ~{6 vi5 TT4 1-.: vJJ H2 ~ll x6 
Convert (1.2.3) into a system of equations of the form of 
(l.l.J), i.e. eliminate the 18 t row and lstcolumn. 
9 
y1 T j1 •.r2 ~,[3 F4 H5 i,T6 x1 .... .. .'i , . 
y2 ~{2 4 w6 1:[1 H3 w5 1![ x2 
(1.2.4) y ~r3 . r6 ,.r2 r.;5 H1 1:[4 N. ~\l I x3 3 .~ ... 
y4 T,,.4 T:f1 \-.[5 ~'[2 v!6 T.j'J x4 ~~ " 




yl" T .6 ",r5 1:[4 ~r3 ,.r2 T,T1 tl .. /, •• x6 0 
From reference [5] '; is found to be a urimitive root for 
the set of integers 1,2,3,4,5,6. 
311 .. 7) ::. ") ~::nJa - .) 
2 3 (mod 7) ; 2 
J3(mod 7) - /' = b 
l.J, 
7) =. ,, 3 (mod - "'+' 
35(mod 7) ; 5 
6 3 (mod 7) ; 1 
Rewrite the Y and x vectors using this reordering and change 
the 'tl rna trix so as to preserve eq ( 1. 2.4) 
10 
y3 w2 ~.[ 6 ~-;4 T.f 5 wl lfJl X3 
y wtS ~~r4 r,r5 T.fl ~·!3 ,{2 I x2 /, 2 
y6 1'.1'4 T.r5 wl HJ \{2 w6 I x6 I II 
-
YJ r,r5 wl ~{3 ~·[2 llj 6 w4 I x4 '· 
"'4 
w5 I y .,.1 ,.3 ~-~2 rr 6 T.T4 x5 '!J 'i. <\ 1;~ 5 yl Tfl3 ~!2 TT6 TT4 ~·[5 X 1 . It :I 
Notice, that in rearranging the ~·f matrix it becomes of the 
form, 
( i +j) 
rr = r.rg mod N ~ • • Yw l.J 
and that the acove is a cyclic convolution of 
( .. 2 w6 n!.;. T.5 T,T1 T.1'3) d ( X X X X ) II ' ' ~ , II 'jj '\, an X 3' X 2' 6, 4, 4 5' 1 • 
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1.3 Computations on a Cyclic Convolution Matrix 
The basis of computation for eqs (1.2.2) is on 
the following property: 
To cyclic::.:r convolve the sequences, 
and 
xO,xl,x2,xJ, ... '~-1 
one only needs to find the N coefficients of the polymonial[2] 
(l.J.l) Y(z) = H(z)X(z) mod(zN-1) 
where, 
X(z) = x 0 
N-1 
+ 2: x • zk 
k=l N-k 
N-l k H( z) = ~ r~ · z 
k=Q K 
Applying the above to matrix notaticn one can express the 
cyclic convolution of two sequences of N points 
(l.J.2) ho hl l-. h~. ~-1 X --2 . . 
.J 0 
hl h2 hJ h4. . . ho xl 
h2 hJ h4 h.5. h1 X_ ;:::: 
hN-1 ho 
12 
From (l.J.l)one knowsthat (1.3.2) is the system of coefficients 
of the polynomial 
. N-1) ( N ) 
••• JX1z mod z -1 
As an illustration consider the cyclic convolution 
with N = J. 
Yo ho hl h2 
yl hl h2 hG 
y2 h2 ho hL 
working this out long hand gives: 
hoxo + hlxl + h2x2 
hlxO + h2xl + h0x2 





Now compare this with the system of coefficients of the 
polynomial in (l.J.l) 






+ h0x1 z 
+ h,.x z2 
~ 2 




= hoxo + (h0x2 + hlxO)zl + (hOxl + hlx2 + h2xO)z2 + 
(h1x1 + h2x2)z
3 + h2x1z
4 (mod (z3-1)) 
After dividing by z3-l the coefficients of the remainder 
will give eqs (1.3.3) 
2 
+ h1x2 ~ h2x0)z + 
Notice 
+ hoxo 
(h2x0 + hOxl + hlx2)z2 + (hlxO + h2xl + h0x2)zl + 
(hoxo + hlxl + h2x2)zo 
that the: 
coefficient of 0 is Yo of ( 1. :'. 3) z eq 
coefficient of 1 is y1 of (1.3.3) z eq 
coefficient of 2 is y2 of (1.3.3) z eq 
For large N the above method for computing (1.3.1) 
is very cumbersome and time consuming. To reduce the number 
of steps required for computation ,Y(z) is decomposed into 
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k simplier parts using the polynomial version of the Chinese 
Rerr~L~der Theorem [2]. 
If Q.(z) are irreducible relatively prime 
l 
polynomials with rational coefficients such that 
k 
= 1 Q.(z) 
i=l l 
then the set of congruences 
(l.J.4) y. ( z) - H. ( z) X. ( z) mod Q. ( z) = 
l l l l 
H. ( z) - H( z) mod Q. ( z) where ::: 
l l 
X. ( z) - X( z) mod Q. ( z) = 
l l 
has a unique solution: 
k 
Y( z) = ~ Y.(z) S.(z) 
i=l l l 
s.(z) is defined as follows: 
l 
S. ( z) 
l 
S. ( z) 
l 
1 mod Q. ( z) 
l 
- 0 mod Qj(z) 
mod(zN-1) 
i =1' 2' 3' I I I 'k 
i=l,2,J, I I I ,k 
i =1 J 2' 3 J I I I J k 
i =1 , 2 , 3' ... ' k 
for all i f j 
15 
s.(z) can be constructed using: 
~ 
S.(z) = T.(z)·R.(z) 
~ ~ ~ 
where, 
T.(z) = zN- 1 /Q.(z) 
~ ). 
R.(z) - [T.(z)]-l mod Q.(z) 
~ ~ ~ 
16 
1.4 ~'!inograds Theorem on the Minimum Number of Multiplications 
Required to Compute the Circular Convolution of Two 
Length N Sequences 
Let , 
n 1 2 P n = u + a1 u- + a2 u + . I • 
n-1 




be a polynomial with coefficients in a field G (where all 




+ x 1u n-
1 2 J n-1 
sn = ylu + y2u + yJu + I I I + yn-lu 
be two polynomials with indeterminant coefficients. 
The mintunum number of multi~lications needed to compute 
the coefficients o~ 
7 = R Is mod P p n n n 
is 2·n - k 
See references [3] and [4] for the proof. 
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1 . .5 Summary of Steps Needed to Compute the l{DFT for a 
Prime Number of Points 
This section will use the Prime number of 
points equal to N+l. 
Let, ( X 0 ' X 1 ' X 2 ' X 3 ' • • • ' XN) denote the input sample 
and (yO,yl,y2,y3, ... ,yN) denote the output. 
The DFT is of the form, 
N ik 





v l 1 1 1 . 1 xo "0 y 1 r.r.l 'Vi2 EN xl ,, 1 
1 i{2 r4 TT2(N) y2 ~! :. x2 
1 
i) Since the first row and first column of the W matrix have 
all l's, theN by N sub matrix wj,l be dealt with. 
ii) Find a primjtive root, g, for prime number N+l using 
reference [5]. 
iii) Generate the reordered set of subscripts for the input 
and output elements using: 
i g mod(N+l) i = 1,2,3, ... ,N 
18 
use the following reorderLYJ.g mapping: 
~r -- > X 
·""o .. 1 
g mod(N+1) 
X ---> X 2 g3mod(N+1) 
X.... -->X 
N-1 N ( ) g ::()d N+1 
( 2+N) ) 
1; ---> ·.rg mod(N+l 
"o .. 
·.. ---'> ··:g( 2+(N - 1)) mod(N + 1) 
.L (2+(N-2)) od(N'l) 
r· ~ r·g m J. -r 
li 2 -- ,•, 
n ·rg( 2+(N-3)) mod(N+1) 
(I 3 ---> .· . 
. 
( z+(N-(N-1))) d (N+l) 
T• > -rg mo WN-1-- ,, 
y ---> y 0 g1mod(N+l) 
y ---> y 1 2 , ) g mod\N+l 




i·:) Form the followLDg polynomials in z 
:I -1 -
X(z) = Z: X1 z.re 
k==O .K 
Note: The ~[ 's were specifically reordered in descending 
powers of g so the above polynomials would have identical 
st~ctures. If ~·i. l --> :.;imod(N+l) then, 
J.-_ 
ii ( z) would be W 0 -;-~:!:1 Vl kl-k k=l 
The coef:icients of the polynomial 
( •1.,r 0 
+Tf l +u 2 + ... T.T N-1)· ~lz ~2z .... ~N-lz 
( l 2 N-1) ( N ) x0 + x1z + x2z + ... + WN_1z mod z -1 
are the values of (y0 ,y1 ,y2 ,y3, ... , yN-l) 
i.e., the coefficient of: 
N-1 is z Y-
.1. 
N-2 is z y2 
z 
N-3 is y3 
1 is z YN- 1 
0 is z Yo 
20 
v) Evaluate 
Y(z) ; ~(z) X(z) mod (zN-1) 
using the Chinese Remainder Theorem [2] 
(1.5.1) Y(z) - k [ ~ Y.(z) S.(z) ] mod(zN-1) 
i=l ]. 1 
where, 
Y • ( z) ; i{ . ( z) X . ( z) mod Q . ( z) 
1 J.. ]. 1 i = 1,2,3, I I 0 ,k 
with k being the number of irreducible ~e~a-~i-,"ely prime 
polynomials over rational coefficients, such that 
and, 
k z~-1 = rr Q.(z) 
i =1 ]. 
( 1 . 5 . 2) :·: . ( z) ; ~[ ( z) mod Q • ( z) 
l 1 
X.(z) ; X(z) mod Q.(z) 
1 1 
k = 1,2,3, ... ,k 
After computir1g ~·[. ( z) and X. ( z) define intermed.ia te 
1 l. 
multiply steps, 
I1]_, m2 , m3, ... , m1 
where L, the nw~ber of multiplies, is defined by Winograd's 
Theorem to be, 
L=2N-k 
Next, compute S.(z) i = 1,2, ... ,k 
l 
s.(z); 1 mod Q.(z) i = 1,2,3, ... ,k 
J. J. 
S.(z) ; 0 mod Q.(z) for all i f j 
l J. 
21 
S.(z) can be computed using Euclid's Algorithm for Polynomials 
l 
[ 7]. 
(1._5.J) S. ( z) = T.(z)•R.(z) i = 1,2,3, I •• ,k 
l l l 
where, 
(1._5.4) T. ( z) = zN-1 / Q.(z) i = 1,2, ... ,k 
l l 
R. ( z) - [ T. ( z) J -1 mod Q. ( z) = l l l 
22 
l. 6 Example of a 7 Point 'tlDFT 
This section will go through the entire process for 
computing the Discrete Fourier Transform for a prime 
number of poi.l'lts, 7, using I! inograds technique. 
~ote: ~+l = 7 will be used throughout this example. 
The 7 point DFT is as follows 
6 
r.rin I: -y. = X. 
l i=O l 
n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 
where, 
~ote: the ~rs are used over x, and y to distinguish from 
the reordered set of x's andy's. 
The matr~( representation is: 
i) Ho :·!0 'tlo .. 0 .. 0 wo -y ~~ w w xo 0 
wo t,•l TT2 HJ ~~4 w5 w6 yl ,, ,, xl 
- ~ro T,T2 r.~4 \~6 i.Tl 1·!J 1.{5 .... x2 J2 t. .. 
~·ro w3 n6 T"2 ~,-5 pl 1.4 -
:3 
~ \~ J N !J ~3 (1.6.1) Po ·r4 TTl \-!5 ~~!2 1{6 ~·!J y4 .~ 1'. .· ~ x4 
T.~Io w5 rl'/3 1·!1 1"6 u4 if2 -Y~ w .~ ~5 _) ~·!0 E6 w5 \{4 \~3 w2 T,{l y6 x6 
-
Convert the 6~6 augmented matri..x to a cyclic convolution 
-I- • ma~..rlX. 
ii) Using reference ~5] g = 3 is found to be a primitive 
root for prime number 7. 
iii) Generate gimod(N+1) 
Use the 
(1.6.2) 
- 1 3 = 3 mod 7 
2 ; 32 mod 7 
6 ; 33 mod 7 
- 4 4 = 3 mod 7 
5 ~ ;5 mod 7 
- 36 1 = mod 7 
following reordering 
-
xo --;>X 3 
-
xl --;>X 2 
x2 --->x6 
X3 --->xJ 4 
x4 --->x5 
x5 --->x 1 
23 
i = 1,2,3,4,5,6 
mapping: 
Yo --->y 3 
yl --->;r-~ 
-
y2 ---> y 6 
-
y3 --..;> y4 
-
y4 --..;> y 5 
-
y5 --..P yl 
Note the reordering for the r.i 's was obtained 
rrg8mod 7 2 
wo --- ~·· =W 
__ .. i/ mod 7 3 ~ti 1 ---....... "4 =VI 
6 7 ~12 --->1·[g mod = wl 
1{ --->'~tl;·mod 7 == w5 with 
3 
4 
mod 7 :::Jt H4 ·rg --->·:. 
Vl5 --->~_.!;mod 7 =1P 
.. 2 T.T --~·-·;· 
... 0 





v! 3 --~T}5 
T,T ·r4 --~\· . 
.. 4 
v! 5 -- 6 --.;> :·J 
from 
g = 3 
24 
Rearrange the x's and y's and restructure theW matrix 
so as to be consistent with eq_ (1.6.1). 
... 2 T .6 .. 4 u5 TTl w~ -YJ '.J ~ ··l .. (, t. XJ 
- wh r-4 ~!5 wl T!JJ H2 -y2 ~ x2 
- w4 · r5 wl w3 q2 q6 -(1.6.J) y6 t, ~·- ~·'! x6 
- p5 1,!1 HJ l,T2 1{6 w4 -y4 !. .. x4 
- .. l w? ... 2 w6 ·r4 w5 -y5 t: w ~~ x5 
r,rJ \{2 H6 ~4 1{5 l{lj -y xl 
- 1 
Notice that in :reordering the -t~ matrix a circular 
convolution matrix is obtained. 
Substitut:lng (1.6.2) into ( 1 . 6 . 3) gives 
Yo ·,r T,i ~i4 t,T w2 wl xo "0 ''5 .. 3 
y ~~ 5 r r WJ w r,r T,r xl 
"l h4 2 "'1 "0 
Yz T,j 4 WJ T,T 1\i T,r IT x2 .. ''2 ''l ;;0 '5 
y3 "tl J \[2 l,i v! o w5 i,f 4 X3 ''l .. ' 
y4 w2 T/ 'l T{ ·o w5 w 4 \{ 2 x4 
y p T{ T •• \·!4 ~·[ 3 ~~ 2 X 
·1 ·o ···5 5 I_ 5 
iv) The right hand side of the above equation is a cyclic 
convolution of (i.J T.T T~ T{ ~{ T'i ) 
. 0 ' '5 ' j J ' 3 ' 2 J ' with (xO,xl,x2,x3Jx4,x5 ) 
Let 5 i X( z) = 2: x.z 
i=O l 
5 i H( z) = 2: vl. z 
i::{) l. 
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then the system of coefficients of the polynomial 
gives the values of y. i- 0 1 2 1 4 5 l - J J '. J 
i.e., the coefficient of : 
z5 gives yl 
4 gives z y2 
ZJ gives y3 
2 
z g-i·.-es .,, 
"4 
1 gives z v 
'"5 
0 gives z y 
0 
v) Evaluate Y( z) = v:( z)X( z) mod N ( z -1) 
First find the factors of ·z6-1 
z6-1 = (z + 1) (z - 1) (z2 + z + 1) (z2 ~ z + 1) 
Q.l = z + 1 
Q2 = z - 1 
2 Q3 = z + z + 1 
Q4 = z
2 
- z + 1 
Note: since there are 4 factors , k = 4 in Winograds Theorem. 
N~<t, using eqs (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) find the L~termediate 
polynomials X.,\\., Y. i = 1, 2, 3,4 
l l l 
X.(z) = X(z) mod Q.(z) 
l l 
i = 1,2,3,4 
The output will be expressed with superscripts and subscripts. 
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The superscript denotes the polynomial number and the 
subscript orders the output from a given polynomial. 
X ( ) = (X ..L. 1 + 2 + J + 4 , 5) d( +l ) ~ z 0 . x1z x2z x3z x4z T x5z mo z _ 
X1( z) = (X - X + X •• Y: + x4 - X ) = Xl 0 4 1 2 J 5 0 
see appendix Al for the above calculation. 





3 ~x4z4 + x5z5) mod(z2+z+1) 
x3(z) = (x1 - x2 + x4 - x5) z + (x0 - x2 + x3 - x5)= x{z+x6 
see A2 for the calculation. 
see AJ for the calculation. 
The coefficients of X.(z) and~; .(z) are just linear combinations 
l. J. 
of x1 ,w. , because the modulo Q.(z) process folds back higher J. J. 
powers of z into lower powers of z l5 ] . 
The W polynomial is of the same form givi..."'lg 
w 1 ( z) = ( w 0- ~·! 1 + w 2- ~~ J + w 4- w 5) = It[~ 
11 2( z) = (w 0 + H 1 + w 2 + 1> J + u 4 + lf 5) = w; 
'l
3
(z) = (II1- w2 + 1f4- ~{ 5 ) z + (w0- ir2+ w3- :v5) = ~t:{ z + ;!:6 
1-r4(z) = (w1+ l-!2- vr4 .. w5) z + (1-1 0- 112- ~or 3+ H5) ='iii z + w~ 
Now formulate Y.(z) i = 1,2,3,4 
J. 
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( TtT _ r.; + r,r _ ~.r + Tl _ T.f ) 
··a l.l .. 2 ··3 ··4 '"5 
1 1 
= ~\ xo 
= y 0 
Y 2( z) = ·:~ x~ mod( z-1) = 
= ('.li z1+ \·r6) • (xi z1+ x6) mod ( z2+z+l) = 
c~~i :·:i z2 + ('ii x6 + w6 xi) z1 + ~{6 x6) mod( l+z+l) = 
(~:6 x6 - wi xi) + ('.i'i x5 + w5. xi - wi xi) zl = ?a + y?_ z 
see Ail for the calculation. 
According to ~·[ inograd 's Theorem [3], the minimum number 
of multiplications required to compute an N point cyclic 
convolution is , 2 N - k , where k is the number of 
6 irreducible factors of z -1. Therefore, 
2 N - k = 2 (6) - 4 = 8 
Henc exT\re::;sl.ons can oe I'ounn for Y1 ,Y2,r3,Y4 which use only .~. . e, - f-1 
8 intermediate multiplications. 
The next step is to define these S multiplications 
ml,m2,mJ,m4,m5,m6,~7'm8. 
Since Y1(z) and Y2(z) consist of only one multiplication 
esch, le-f:., 
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To get the multiplies associated with Y3(z) , let, 
m = (-:-,,3 _ r,r3) (xJ _ xJ) = u3 XJ _ T.r3 XJ _ u3 XJ + -:.r3 XJ 3 •• 0 " 1 1 0 rt 0 1 .. 0 0 V\ 1 1 •·1 0 
m = r.r3 XJ 4 ~-o o 
m = ;,;3 X3 5 .. 1 1 




Y~ = m4 - m5 
For Y4(z) define: 
. 4 4 4 4 
m 6 = (.·r o + vl 1) ( x o + x 1) = r,r4 x4 + l.T4 x4 + r.r4 x4 + tJ4 x4 
·· 0 0 r. 0 1 h 1 0 ' 1 1 
4 4 
m7 = W 0 xo 
_ T"4 4 
m8 - 'Ill xl 
======> 4 
Y1 = m6 - m7 
4 Yo = m? - m8 
Now that the 8 intermediate ::'.u1tiplies have been definei 
the system looks as follows: 
yl ( z) = m 1 
Y2( z) = m 2 
Y3( z) = (m3 + m4) z + (m4 - m5) 
Y4( z) = (m6 - m7) z + (m7 - m8) 
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To determine Y(z) fcym, 
Y( z) 
4 
= [ ~ Y.(z) S.(z) ] mod(z6-1) 
. ., l 1. 
l=.L 
First find s.(z) i = 1,2,3,4 
l 
Using eq (1.5.3) and (1.5.4) gives: 
S.(z) = T.(z) R.(z) i = 1,2,3,4 
1. l l 
where 
T.(z) = z6 - 1 / Q:(z) 
1. 1. 
R.(z) = [ T.(z) ~ -l mod (Q.(z)) 
1. 1. 1. 
Therefore, 
T1 ( z) 
6 
= (z -l)/(z+1) = (z-1) ( z2+z+1) ( z2 -z+1) 5 4..1- 3 2 1 = z -z .z -z +z-
T2( z) 
6 
= (z -1)/(z-1) = ( z+l) ( z2+z+l) 2 ( z -z+l) 
T3( z) 
6 2 
= ( z+l) ( z-1) 2 = (z -1)/(z +z+l) ( z -z+1) = 4 J z -z +z-1 
T,, ( z) = (z6-l)/(z2-z+l) = ( z+l) ( z-1) 2 ( z +z+1) 
....,. 
4 3 
z +z -z-1 = 
Since 
S.(z) ; 1 mod Q.(z) 
1. 1. 
i=l,2,3,4 
Si(z) ; 0 mod Qj(z) 
the following holds, 
S . ( z) = 1 ; T . ( z) • R . ( z) mod Q. ( z) 
1. 1. 1. l 
which is equivalent to, 
1 ; [(T.(z) mod Q.(z)) • (R.(z) mod Q.(z)] mod Q.(z) 
l 1. 1. 1. 1. 




+ zJ- z2 + z - 1 mod (z+l) 
T1(z) mod(z+l) = -6 see A5 for the calculation. 
JO 
Therefore, 
s1(z) = - ~ ( z5 - z4 + z3 - z2 + z - l) 
~.; 'ml·l a'Y"l.,.. 
.._;.. - ·-J t 
T2(z) mod(z-1) = + 6 see A6 !or the calculation. 
====> R2(z) = [ T2(z) ]-
1 
mod Q2(z) = + ~ 
Therefore, 
( 1 ( 5 4 J 2 s2 z) = 6 z + z + z + z + z + 1) 
2 T3(z) mod(z + z + 1) = 2 z - 2 see A? for the calculation. 
1 ; R3(z) T3(z) mod (z
2+z+1) 
}_ ; ( L z + r) ( 2 z - 2) mod ( z 2 +z+ 1) 
(it 1 S known that R3(z) is of the form L z + r since the degree 
must be less than 2). 
l ; (2 L z2 + (-2 L + 2 r) z - 2 r) mod (z2+z+l) 
see AS for the calculation. 
1 ; (2 r - 4 1) z - 2(r + L) 
====> 2 r - L; L :- 0 
-;~ r - 2 L = 1 
1 
- 6 L = 1 ===--> L = - 6 
4 2 
-2r = - 6 ===~ r = - 6 
1 2 4 J SJ( z) = (- 6 z - 6 ) ( z - z + z - 1) = - i< z+2) ( z 4 - zJ + z +1) 
1 5 4 3 2 s3(z) = - 6 (z + z - 2 z + z + z - 2) 
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2 T~(z) mod(z -z+l) 2 z - 2 see A9 for the calculation. 
1 - - (L z + 2 r) (2 z + 2) mod(z2-z+l) 
l - ((4 1 + 2 r ) z + (2 r - 2 1)) see AlO, 
===:::> --4 1 - 2 r = 0 
+2 1 - 2 r = l 
-6 L 1 ==========;> 
4 2 
r = -2 1 = - 6 
s4( z) 
s4( z) 
~ow form Y( z) 
= ci Z - ~) ( z4 + ZJ - Z - 1) 
- 1 5 4 ~ 2 
- 6 ~z - z - 2 zJ - z + z + 2) t.;. 
= [ ~ Y.(z) S.(z) ] mod (z6-l) 
i=l l l 
Y(z) = [ m1 (- ~) (z5- z4 + z3 - z2 + z- 1) 
l 5 4 3 2 
m2 (+b) (z + z + z + z + z- l) 
1 ((m3+ m4) z + (m4- m5)) (- 6) 
((m6- m7) z + (m7- m8)) (+ ~) 
+ 
+ 
Combine like powers of z using the property that powers of z6 
fold back to z0 . 
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Y(z) = ~-~+m2-(m4-m5)-(m3+m4)+(m7-m8)-(m6-m7) ] z5 
~+ml+m2-(m4-m5)+2(mJ+m4)-(m7-m8)-2(m6-m7) J z4 
~-~+m2+2(m4-m5)-(m3+m4)-2(m7-m8 )-(m6-m7) ] zJ 
~+ml+m2-(m4-m5)-(mJ+m4)-(m7-m8)+(m6-m7) J z2 
~-m1+m2-(m4-m5)+2(m3+m4)+(m7-m8)+2(m6-m7) J z1 
~m1+m2-(m3+m4)+2(m4-m5)+(m6-m7)+2(m7-m8) J z0 
Reducing terms we get: 
Y( z) 1 + m2 - :rn.~ - 2m11 + m5 - m6 +2m7 - m8 ] z5 = ~ [ -m 1 _; ...,., 




mh -2m5 - m6 - m7 +2m8 ] ZJ F[ -ml + m? - m + 6 l 
.1 [ 
+m1 + m2 - m3 - 2m4 + m5 + m6 -2~7 + ms J 2 ~ z 
.1 [ + m2 +2m3 + m4 + m5 +2m6 - m7 - m8 ] 
1 ~
-m z b 1 




, , ., 
-2 1 -1 2 -1 II]_ -~ J.. .... L 
Y2 1 1 2 l 1 -2 1 l m2 
v 1 
-1 1 -1 1 -2 -1 -1 2 m3 "3 = 6 
• y 
4 1 l -1 -2 1 l -2 l m4 
y5 -1 1 2 1 1 2 -1 -1 m5 





Thus one has ~~e Discrete Fourier Transform of 7 points 
st st 
after the 1 ~ow and 1 column are accounted for. 
- -Yo = xo + xl -'- X +X + x4 + x5 +X I 2 3 6 
yl = y5 - xo 
-
y2 = yl - xo 
-
YJ = Yo - xo 
- -
y4 = YJ - X 0 
- -
y5 = y4 - X 0 
-y, = y2 - xo 0 
CHAPTER II 
WDFT FOR A PRODUCT OF PRINE NillffiER OF POINTS 
2.1 Theory Behind the Product of 2 Prime WDFT Algorithm 
The concept used in Chapter I for findL~g the Fourier 
Transform of a prime number of points can be expanded to 
products of primes. The idea is to convert a 1-dimensional 
length ~r = p1. p2 transform into a 2-dimensional transform 
requiring computation of 2 shorter length p1 ,p2 transforms[2]. 
The equation for an N point transform is of the form: 
(211.1) 
Ao wo wo wo ao 
Al 
1·0 .. 1·1 w1(p1p2-l) w w al 
?.Q w2·1 w2(p1p2-l) A2 w- . . . a2 
-
- I w3· o .. J ·1 w3(plp2-l) AJ 1\ aJ 
I 
I I . 
~(plp2-l}O ~(plp2-l)l. • I A w(p1p2-l)-(p1p2-l) a plp2-l plp2-
From the Chinese Remainder Theorem it is known that each of the 
indicies from 1 to pip2-1 can be uniquely represented by an 
ordered pair of numbers (i1 ,i2) [g], where, 
i 1 = i mod ( p1) 
i 2 = i mod (p2) 
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Using this we can reorder the input and output sequence 










( pl-1, 0) 
(pl-1,1) 
(pl-1,2) 
Reordering (2.1.1) in the above fashion leads to the following 














(2.1.2) carl be partitione:i ;:1-to p2• :;:2 su2rr.atricies starting 
; :1 the upper :. eft !:.c.nd cor!1er. 
The i+lst colur.n of ~4rtic~es in tte j+l 3 t ~ow loo~s as 
follows: 
(2.1.3) 1"(j,O)(i,O) ~ w.(J,O)(i,l) .. (j,0)(:_,2) .. (j,O)(i,p2-l) ~.. • • • ,'1 
·.r ( j , l) ( i , 0) r(j,l)(i,l) w(j,l)(i,2) ... w(j,l)(itp2-l) lo ... 
~( j, i) w.(j,2)(i,o) ·r(j,2)(i,l) w(j,2)(i,2) ... w(j,2)(i,p2-l) = 1'\ 
.. (j,J)(i,O) 
"' 
w(j,J)(i,l) ~(j,J)(i,2) ... w(j,J)(i,p2-l) 
I I 
w(j,p2-l)(i,o)w(j,p2-l)(i,l) 
This matrL~ resembles eq (1.1.2) (the definition of a DFT) 
if only the second coordinate of the exponents orderei pair 
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is considered. Therefore the rows and columns of (2.1.3) 
('an be rearranged so as to put it in the form of a cyclic 
convolution matrix. In fact the entire matrix in (2.1.2) 
can be arranged such t~~at all the p2xP2 blocks are cyclic 
convolution matricies M(. ·) [B] : J,l 
~1 (o,o) :1(0,1) M(0,2) M (o,p1-l) 
tv! ( 1, 0) M M(l,2) M ,_ ) ••(1,1) ~ -'-' pl-1 
H(2,0) M(2,1) ~1(2,2) M(2,pl-l) 
JB 
2. 2 Swnmary of Steps N eed.ei to Compute the EDFT for 
N= the Product of any 2 PrLmes 
~= PiP2 
i) Write the integers from 0 to N-1 as ordered pairs of numbers 
where i.= i mod(p.) j= 1,2 
J J 
ii) Using reference [5] find generators g1 ,g2 for p1and p2 
respectively. Reorder the input sequence according to the 
generator sequences: 
... , 
iii) Group the reordered L~put vector as p2 length p1 vectors 
in sequence. Consider each of these vectors as an input element 
to the p1 order FDFT. 
iv) Perform the operations requ:irei for the p1 order ~!TIFT 
except that each input element is a vector of p2 elements. 
v) For the p2 order HDFT seperate the output of the p1 
point transform into vectors of length p1 and perform the 
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vi ) To put the output in its final order, write the numbers 
0,1,2, ... ,N-1 as multiples of p1and p2 , and use these multiples 
as the Yeordering. This tecb~ique will be illustrated in sect 2.3 . 
Note: it does not matter i: the reordering of i) or vii) 
is used first, but the opposite reordering from what was 
used on the input must be used for the output[9]. 
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2. 3 Example of a 15 Poi.Ylt ~·TIFT 
Reorder the DFT using: 
i = (i mod 3 ,i mod 5) 
0=( 0' 0) 5=(2,0) 
l=( l J 1) 6=(0,1) 
2=( 2, 2) 7=(1,2) 
J=( 0 I 3) 8=( 2' 3) 
4=( 1,4) 9=(0,4) 
The reoreering becomes: 
o = (o,o) 
6 = (0,1) 
12= ( 0, 2) 
3 = (0,3) 
9 = (0,4) 
10= (1,0) 
1 = (1,1) 
7 = (1,2) 
13= (1,3) 
4 = (1,4) 
5 = (2,0) 
11= (2,1) 
2 = (2,2) 
8 = (2,3) 
14= (2,4) 
N== 3• 5 
i = 0,1, 2' ... 14 
10=(1, o) 
11=( 2, 1) 




When indicating the W matrix throughout the rest of this 
chapter only the exponents will be denoted, the W will be 
omitted. The reo:: :.c:.~ed DFT becomes: 
A(o,o) (0,0)(0,0) (0,0)(0,1) (0,0)(0,2) (0,0)(2,4) 
A(O,l) (0,1)(0,0) (0,1)(0,1) (0,1)(0,2) (0,1)(2,4) 
A(0,2) (0,2)(0,0) (0,2)(0,1) (0,2)(0·,2) (0,2)(2,4) 
A(O,J) (0,3)(0,0) (0,3)(0,1) (0,~)(0,2) I I I · (0,3)(2,4) 
A(o,4) (0,4)(0,0) (0,4)(0,1) (0,4)(0,2) (0,4)(2,4) 
A(l,C) (1,0)(0,0) (J.,0)(0_,1) (1,0)(0,2) (1,0)(2,4) 
A(1,1) (l,l)(J.O) (1,1)( ),1) (1,1)(0,2) (1,1)(2,4) 
A(1,2) -(1,2)(0,0) (1,2)(0,1) (1,2)(0,2) (1,2)(2,4) 
A( 1' J) (l,J)(o,o) (l,J)(O,l) (1,3)(0,Z) I I I (1,3)(2,4) 
A (1,4)(0,0) (1,4)(0,1) (1,4)(0,2) (1,4)(2,4) I (l,LL) 
A(2,0) (2,0)(0,0) (2,0)(0,1) (2,0)(0,2) ••• (2,0)(2,4) 
I A(2,l) (2,1)(0,0) (2,1)(0,1) (2,1)(0,2) I I I (2,1)(2,4) 
I A(2,2) (2,2)(0,0) (2,2)(0,1) (2,2)(0,2) I I I (2,2)(2,4) 
lA(2,}) (2,3)(0,0) (2,:3)(0,1) (2,3)(0,2) ... (2,3)(2,4) 
A(2,4) (2,4)(0,0) ( 2 '4) ( 0' 1) (2,4)(0,2) I I I (2,4)(2,4) 
~!u1 tiply the exponents and reduce mod3 and mod5 using, 
w(i,j) (k,L) = w(iK mod J,jL mod 5) 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notice that each of the 5·5 submatricies can be rearranged 
L~to cyclic sub-matricies. Thus the subsequences need to 
be regenerateri. 
From reference [5 Jane fi.'l'lds that 2 is a generator of 
J and 5. 
- 21 - 21 2 = mod 5 2 = mod J 
4 - 22 - 22 = mod 5 1 = mod J 
J - 23 = ;nod 5 
1 - 24 = mod 5 
Note: The algorithms in A~nPnrlix 3 regenerate the input 
sequence automa~1cally, therefore this step is really 
unnecessary in this ~<ample, but the regeneration will be 
illustrated an)~ay. 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notice that each of the 5/.5 sub-matricies contain a cyclic 
1 4 4 ( 'h ,st d convo ution of a x matrix i.e., remove~ e _ row an 
st ) 1 column . 
To perform this 15 point transform the 3 and 5 point 
transform algorithms form Appendix 13 will be utilized. As 
stated earlier each of these algorithms have the regeneration 
of the input elements built {nto the algorithm, therefore all 
that is really neeied is the :reordering of the input according 
~o i = (i mod(pl),i mod(p2)). Therefore, eqs (2.;.2.b) will be 
the input data. The entire 3 poin.t transform will be done first 
5 tL~es, then this output will be put into the 5 point transform 
and this will be done J times. 
Now, consider each 5x 5 matrL-..c as 1 element, and do the 
3 point transform on the J input vectors which are: 
ao alO a5 
a6 al all 
-> -> -> 
a. = a,"" a. = a? a. = a2 0 ....... t::. 1 2 
aJ alJ as 
a9 a4 al4 
Superscripts will be used to denote which point transform the given 
algorithm is from. Using Appendix B, find the first adds of the J 
point transform, and do them 5 times. 
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l 
alO a,.... alO + a5 sl 0 J I ' 
') 
~ ~1 ~ + 8 ll c:_,J --> "--1,1 J -> -> ~ =a + a2 = 
'7 + a2 a? + a2 J 1 1 ::: = 8 1,2 
al3 a8 ~J + ao v J 
a4 al4 a4 + al4 sl,J 









-> -> 3 ..) = sz =:x -et= a? - a2 5 2,2 1 2 
alJ- a8 3 s2,J 
a4 .- 8 14 3 5 2,4 
aO + alO + a5 3 sJ,O 





-> J s- +a - a12+ a 7 +a2 = sJ,2 3 1 o-
a 3 + a 13 + a 8 J s..., 3 
.), 
a9 + a4 +a 14 J sJ,4 
Notice that the fir~t subscript element denotes the addition 
algorithm from Appendi..x B, the second subscript element 
denotes an internal ordering. 
Next, do the multiplies for the 3 point transform 5 times using, 
-> -> -> 3 3 3 s1 , s2 , and s3 as input. Appendix B indicates: 
-> 
= ( cos(v) -1)· s? 
.i 
-> 
j sin(v) · s~ 
~ 




Next, apply the last 3 additions of the 3 point transform 5 times: 
-> -> -> 
.3 
= mJ + 3 ::s,, 0 ml ..,.. 
-> -> -:> SJ = 3 mJ s4 + 5 2 
-> -> -> SJ = 3 + m3 6 s4 2 
Select the output of the J point trar..sform: 
-> -> 
fa6,o A3 = m3 = 0 ·o 
1 aJ 
0,1 






















.........,__ __ __, 
Using Appendix B apply the preliminary adds of the 5 point transform 
J times: 
J + J 5 aO,l ao ,, 8 1,1 ,~ 
= 1 J = c; 
al,l + al,4 Sl ? ,_ 
J + J 5 a2,1 a2 4 s., J 
' 
.l..' 
3 J 5 
aO,l ao,4 s2,1 
= 3 J = <::5 
al,l a1,4 
"""2,2 
J 3 5 
a2,1 a2,4 5 2,3 
5 

















a J. J 
s 
3 
= , . 








s6 s - c 8 6,1 1 ~J 
.5 
s6 ,., .~ 
5 
s6,J 
-;> s s .5 ....., = c:./ 
= 
... 7 s2 - sl..;. 5 7,1 
.5 8 7,2 
.... ) 
s?,J 
--:> SS' + J 5 s) = 5 1,0 = 5 8,1 8 5 
J 5 2,0 





Next compute the 6 multiplies of the 5 poL~t transform, 
J times, i.e., find :n0 . ,m1 . ,m2 . ,m3 . ,m1, • ,m5 ; ,1. ,1. ,1. ,1. .....,.,l. , _ i=l,2,3 
_ 5 5 5 ~5 5 5 5 5 usL~g ~1 .,s? .,s~ .,~ 1 , .,s~ .,s 6 .,s7 .,s8 . .~ ,_,1. _ _,J.. -r,l. ),1. ,1. ,J.. ,l i=l,2,3 
as input. From Appendix B the 6 multiplies of the 
5 point transform are found to be: 
t::; 5 ./ i = 1,2,3 mO,i :: 1· s 8 . ,~ 
,.. ( cos u + cos 2u -1). 5 2 TI :J 
ml,i = s- . u =--2 ),l 5 
5 ( cos u cos 2u) ~5 
m2 . = 
,l 2 "-'6,i 
5 j( ::-in u + sin 2u) . 5 j .~ -1 mJ,i = s? ; ::::: 2 ... , -
5 j sin(2u) 5 m4 . = s7 . ,~ ,~ 
::; j ( sin u sin 2u ) 5 m5 . = 54 . .~ ,J. 
Next compute the remaining adds of the 5 point transform, 
""' t• . 5 5 c; c; ,j c; k 1 2 3 
.) :unes , usmg m 0, k' Iiil, k, ~, k' In)' k J ll4, k, ms, k = , , 
Using Appendix B apply the last 9 adds of the 5 point transform, 





5 5 9,0 
--y 5 5 5 
mO,l + ml 1 = 5 9,1 59 = 
' 5 5 5 







+ m 2,0 
.5 5 10,0 
m.5 .5 
2, = 5 10,1 
m5 5 
2, 5 10,2 
? -s 5 s5 511 = s9 m 2,0 11,0 
m5 5 
2, = 5 11,1 
m5 3 




5 5 ,., 5 12 m3,0 m 4,0 :; 8 12,0 
5 5 5 mJ,l m4,1 = 5 12,1 
5 5 5 m 3,2 m4,2 ~12,Z 
-y 5 m5 5 5 13 = m4 ,0 8 13,0 5,0 
:J + m5 = 5 m4,1 5,1 5 13,1 
5 m5 5 
rn4, 2 5.~ 8 13,2 
-y -..> -y 5 
= 
) 
+ = 5 14 5 10 5 12 5 14 0 
' 5 5 14 1 , 
5 514,2 
---=> s> ---s> 5 ) ::: 
= 515 5 10 5 12 5 15,0 
5 5 15,1 




+ 5 = ~5 s16 5 11 5 13 vl6,o 
5 5 16,1 
5 5 16,2 
5 
sl? = 
5 5 11 
-y 
slJ :: lsi 7, a 
5 5 17,1 
5 5 17,2 
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. ? ~? ?? Now, usmg s9 , s 10 , s11 , ... , s 16 , s 17 c1.enote the final 
output of the 5 point transform, 3 t:LTjles, using Appendix B. 










Al = ? 8 14 = 
s5 














,.. 5 ::; 516,2 A2,2 
? --;;> 5 5 ::; A3 = 5 17 = sl?,O = AJ,O 
,.. 






5 5 A4 :: sl.5 5 1_5,0 = A4,o 
5 5 5 15,1 A4,1 5 5 sl5,2 A4,2 
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To determine the ordering of the output, write the numbers 
from 0 to 14 as multiples of 3 and 5: 
0 = Q. J + 0·5 ::: (0,0) 
J = 1· J + 0·5 :: (1,0) 
I' 
= 2·3 + 0·5 = (2,0) 0 
9 = J· J + 0·.5 == (J,O) 
12 = 4 ·J + 0·5 = (4,0) 
1 = 2· J + 2._5 = (2,2) 
4 = 3·3 + 2·5 = (3,2) 
7 = 4-J + 2·5 = (4,2) 
10 = 0. 3 + 2·.5 = (0,2) 
lJ = 1-3 + 2.5 = ~1,2) 
2 = 4-3 + 1·5 = (4,1) 
5 = 0-J -r 1·5 = (0,1) 
8 :::: 1· 3 + 1·5 = ( l' 1) 
11 :: 2. J + 1-5 = (2,1) 
14 = 3 ·J + 1·5 = ( J, 1) 
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Therefore, the output is in the following order: 
A = A5 0 0,0 
Al = A5 2,2 
A - A5 2 - lJ. ,l 
A = A5 J 1,0 
A4 = A5 ),2 
A5 = Ag,l 
A = A5 6 2,0 
A = A5 7 4,2 
A = A5 8 1,1 
A = A5 9 J,O 
AlO = A5 0,2 
All = Atl 
Al2 = A~,O 
Al3 = Ai,2 
Al4 = Atl 
CHAPTER III 
kl)FT FOR POWERS OF ODD PRlliES 
J.l Theory behind the WDFT for Powers of Odd Primes 
r The pYocedure for computing the vlDFT for N=p , where p 
is an odd prime, becomes more involved due to the fact that there 
does not exist a generator for the entire group of numbers 1,2, ... 
r 
,p -1, but if all the factors of p are removed a generator can 
be found. 
The following properties are userl: 
Let ¢ (N), with N=pr be the number of positive integers not 
exceeii.l'lg N that are coprime with ~. Then we have [8], 
rl ( ) r1 ( r) -r r-1 ~ N = ~ p ~ p- -p for all primes p. 
N has a primative root g, such that ¢ (N) is the smallest 
integer such that, 
g ¢ ( N) ; 1 mod ( N) 
odd prime [8]. 
· ~f N-2 4 r 2 r J..I - , ,p ' p where p is an 
A cyclic group of order ¢(N) can be formed 
using the ~rimative root of N. Therefore the cyclic 
convolution algorithms of the WDFT used for a prime number 
,-.~ ( ) r r-1 of points can be used on the ~ N = p - p points. 
Hence the DFT matrix will be written with these elements in 
( r r-1) "'--( r r-1) the upper left hand corner giving a p -p I' p -p 
augmented matrix. 
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r-1 At this point there are p elements which have 
not been accounted for. All these remaining elements are 
divisible by p [8]. r-1 Notice that there are p elements from 
r 1 to p -1 that are divisible by p, therefore all the elements 
excluded from the cyclic subgroup are all those elements from 
r-1 1 to p that have pas a factor and zero. The elements 
are: 
(J.l.l) ·r-1 O,p,2p,Jp,4p, ... ,(p -l)p 
The sequence in (3.1.1) can be divided by p giving the set 
of integers: 
r-1 0,1,2,3, ... ,p -1 
From the preceding theory a cyclic group of order pr-2(p-l) 
can be found, then make the next row and column elements 
in the matr~< this ordered set of elements, usL~g powers of the 
prirnative root mod (pr -l. The entries form a cyclic convolution 
r-1 r-2 
matrix where the matrix starts over after p -p rows. 
Thus the computations associated with these columns can be 
done with the computation of one pr-2(p-l) order cyclic 
convolution matrix. 
r-2 Now there are p elements left, each of which 
2 2 is divisible by p . Dividing by p gives, 
r-2 O,l,2,J,4, ... ,p -1 
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A pr-3(p-l) o~er cyclic subgrou~ of these elements can 
be found which will be ordered. as the next columns and 
( r-2) rows of the matrix, using powers of the primative root mod p . 
This is agai~ a cyclic convolution matrix and thus the 
computations associated with these columns are obtained by 
computing a pr-3(p-l) X pr-3(p-l) cyclic convolution 
matrix. 
This process continues ~~til all elements are used up. 
In each case the additional columns added to the first 
.,..._1( ) p.... p-1 matrix have computations that are 
made using a cyclic convolution matrix. 
UsL~g these same arguments on the rows added to the 
,..._1( ) p... p-1 matrL~ these additional computations 
are also performed by a cyclic convolution matrLx where 
several of the input elements are added together because the 
cyclic convolution matrix repeats itself across the 
columns of the rna trix. 
This procedure continues until all computations 
are complete [8]. 
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J .2 Surrur.ary of Steps Needed to Compute the ~illFT for Powers 
of Odd Primes [8 ] 
r N = p p is an odd prime number 
i) ~sing reference [5] ,find a primitive root, g, for p. 
ii) Generate the subgroup of pr by taking: 
r r-1 1 = 1,2,3,4, ... ,p -p 
iii) Divide all the remainin·g integers from 1 to N-1 
by p and order these elements using: 
1 ( r-1) g n;.od p , r-1 r-2 L = 1,2,3,~, ... ,p - P 
iv) Divide all remaining elements from 1 to N-1 by p2 
and order the elements using: 
1 ( r-2) g mod p _ ..... , r-2 r-3 1- 1,2,),4, ... ,p -p 
v) Continue the process of \iii) and (iv) until all numbers 
from 1 to ~-1 are ordered. 
vi) Write the ~eordered matri..~ equations for the WDFI'. 
vii) Using the steps for a prime number of points, do the 
computations required for the pr-l(p-1) X pr-l(p-1) 
matrix of computations generated in (ii) (i.e., in the upper 
left hand corner of(vi) ). 
viii) Using the steps from a prime number of points, do the 
Pr-2(~-l) v pr-2(p-l) computation required for the ~ A 
matrix of computations generated in (iii). 
6) 
ix) Continue the process of (vii),(viii) for the matricies 
of computations generated in (v). 
x) using the steps from a prime number of points, do the 
computations required for the ~r-J(p-1) / pr-J(p-1) 
matrix of computations generated in (iii). 
xi) Continue the process in (x) for the matricies of computation 
generated in (iv) and (v). 
xii) Combine additively the results of (vii) through (xi). 
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3. 3 Example of the ~lDFT for a 9 Point Transform 
2 
N = J 




L = 1,2,3,4,5,6 
i.e., 6 of the elements from"l to 9 are coprime with 9 and 
will be ~ene~ated above and 3 of the elements will be 
"-' -
left out , namely multiples of J and 0. 
5 ~ 51 mod ( 9) 
7 ; 52 mod (9) 
8 ; 53 moo_ ( 9) 
- 4 4 == 5 mod ( 9) 
2 ; 55 mod (9) 
1 ~ 56 mod (9) 
iii) The remaining integers are ( 0, J, 6) excll.t0.ing 0 gives 
3·(1,2) oree~ these elements using, 
L ( r-1) g mod p 
2 ; .51 mod( 3) 
1 ; 52 mod ( J) 
1 =1,2 
==~ (6,3) is the reordering. 
steps (iv) and (v) are unnecessary here. 
vi) ~rite the reordered matrix equation for the ~lDFT 
(wk will be represented by k). 
(J.J.l) 
Ao l 1 1 1 1 - -1 1 1 1 ao 
A5 l 7 8 4 2 1 5 3 6 a.5 
A? 1 8 4 2 1 5 7 / 3 0 a? 
A a l II 2 1 5 ,.... 8 3 6 as '-1' ( 
-
-A4 l 2 1 5 7 8 l} 6 3 a4 
A2 1 1 5 7 8 4 2 3 6 I a2. 
Al l ~ 7 8 4 2 1 6 3 al ../ 
A6 l J 6 3 6 3 6 0 0 a6 
AJ 1 6 J 6 J 6 J 0 0 aJ 
vii) Notice that the upper left hand corner of 
(J.J.l) can be treate::l as a 7 poi.'lt WDFT, 
i.e., use a0 ,a5,a7,a8,a4 ,a2 ,a1 as input to the 7 
point WDFT algorithm. 
This part of the operation takes 8 multiplies 
and 36 adds. 
viii) Notice that the 2 '/, 2 equations in the upper right 
hand corner of the matrix in (J.J.l) can be identified with 
0 the non 1{ terms of the 3 point vlDFT, which can be computed 
with 2 multiplies and 2 adds. 
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i.e., 
(J.J.2) rr3 w6l ra6 := \{3 a6 + ~[6 aJ 
Lw6 w~ la3 w6 a6 + w3 a3 
Since w3, and w6 are complex conjugates the following holds: 
w3 = R + j I and w6 = R - j I 
and (J.J.2) becomes, 
(J.J.J) 
~+j! R-jJ a- R (a6+a3) + ji(a6-a3) b 
R-ji R+ji aJ R(a6 +a3) - ji(a6-a3) 
Similarly for the 2 x 2 matricies along the bottom of the 
matrix (less the last 2 columns) in (J.J.l) one has: 
l6-a~= J 6 J 6 J 6 as w3 w6 a5+a8+a2 







Using (J.J.J) we get, 
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These operations combine for 2 multiplies and 0 adds, since 
the adds inside the parenthesis are computed as part of the 
7 .->< 7 transform. 
ix) This 8tep is not needed for this example. 
x) The 2.X 2 matrix in the lower right hand corner of (J.J.l) 
requires no multiplies and no adds since a3 +a6 is already 
compute:i in (viii). 
xi) This s~ep is not needed for this example. 
xii) Finally to combine the parts we need 9 additional adds. 
Therefore the total number of multiplies is, 
8 + 2 +. 2 = 12 
The total number of adds is, 
J6 + 2 + 9 = 42 
where the last 2 adds are those required to include a0 
in the expressions for AJ and A6. 
CHAPTER Til 
DISCUSSION OF CONFUTER SIMULATION AND CONCLUSION 
Although ~·;inog!.'ad 's Theorem states the number of 
multiplies needed to compute a KDFT, only for 3,5,and ?points 
hE.:.-e the multiply algorithme actually been found. The 
~~FT is in general not as efficient as the FFT for powers 
of 2, and it is advisable to add or leave out l input 
sample :point and use one of the other ~·IDFT algorithms. 
The r.-mFT has its greatest application for hardware 
uses i.e., for cases in which the number of input samples 
is known before hand. Using the ~~~FT for a computer 
simulation requires a before hand knowledge of thenumber of 
i.."1put points, due to the various structures of the algorithms, 
In Table 4.1 is a listing of the number of multiplies 
required to do the ~ITJFT, and n ·log(n) for the FFT. 
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no. of input no. of no. of nlo~(n) 
points 1 + . 1 • multiplies by mu_. ,~.p_J..es 
wo 
2 0 2 2 
J 2 l 
4 0 4 8 
,., 5 1 :J 
7 8 1 
8 2 6 24 
9 10 1 
16 10 8 64 
Table 4.1 Number of Multipl::_es Required to Do the WDFT 




Appendix C illustrates a FORT~~ r1 computer simulation of 
a 35 :point Winograd Discrete Fourier Transfonn. The 35 point 
transform is implemented by using the 5 and the 7 point WDFT 
algorithms. The program reorders the input data into a 5 by 7 
matrix and does the 5 point transform 7 times. The 7 point 
transform is then done 5 times using the output of the 5 point 
transform as input. The output of the 7 point transform is 
unordered using a different tmordering than the input scheme. 
The algorithms in Appendix B, if used individually, take 
the input data in its original order and regenerate it so as 
to give a cyclic convolution matrix, i.e. there is no need to 
regenerate the input data if the algorithms in A~pendix B are used 
one at a time. When 2 or more of these algorithms are used for 
1 transform, a reordering(not a re-generating) of the input and 
output data is needed. For the input reordering each number from 
0 to 34 is ~xpressei as a multiple of 5 and 7 as follows: 
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0 = o. 7 + 0·.5 = (0,0) 
5 = 0· 7 + 1·5 = (0,1) 
10= 0. 7 + 2·.5 = (0,2) 
15= 0·7 + 3·5 = ( 0' 3) 
20= 0. 7 + 4-.5 = (0,4) 
25= 0-7 + 5·5 = ( 0 '5) 
JO= 0 · 7 + 6-5 = (0,6) 
1 = 3·7 + 3·5 = ( 3' 3) 
6 = 3·7 + 4·5 = ( 3,4) 
11= 3· 7 + 5·5 = ( 3, 5) 
16= 3'7 + 6·.5 = ( 3, 0) 
21= 3'7 + 0·5 = ( 3, 1) 
26= J-7 + 1·5 = ( 3, 2) 
2 -., ,.., 
- .1.. ( + 6·5 = ( 1' 6) 
7 = 1·7 + 0·5 = (1,0) 
12= 1· 7 + 1· 5 = ( 1, 1) 
17= 1· 7 + 2·5 = ( 1' 2) 
22= 1· 7 + 3·5 = ( 1, 3) 
27= 1 ·7 + 4·5 = ( 1,4) 
32= 1· 7 + 5•5 = (1,5) 
J = 4. 7 + 2·5 = ( 4' 2~ 
8 = 4· 7 + 3·5 = (4,3 
13= 4. 7 + 4·5 = ~4,4~ 18= 4. 7 + 5·5 = 4,5 
23= 4' 7 + 6·5 = ~ 4' 6) 
28= 4· 7 + 0·5 = 4,0~ 
33= 4· 7 + 1'5 = (4,1 
4 = 2· 7 + 5-5 = (2,5) 
9 = 2 ·7 + 6·5 = (2, 6~ 14= 2. 7 + 0·5 = ~2,0 
19= 2 •7 + 1·5 = 2,1 
24= 2· 7 + 2·5 = (2,2) 
29= 2. 7 + 3·5 = ~2, J~ J4= 2· 7 + 4·5 = 2,4 
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Which gives the following input order: 
0 :::: (0,0) 
1 = ( J, J) 
2 = (1,6) 
3 = (4,2) 
4 = (2,.5) 
5 = (0,1) 
6 = ( J,4) 
7 = (1,0) 
8 = (4,J) 
9 = ( 2, 6) 
10 = (0,2) 
11 = ( J, .5) 
12 = (1,1) 
13 = (4,4) 
14 = (2,0) 
1.5 = ( 0, J) 
16 = ( 3, 6) 
17 = (1,2) 
18 = (4,.5) 
19 = (2,1) 
20 = 0,4! 21 = J,O 
22 :::: 1,3 
2J = 4,6 
24 :::: 2,2) 
2.5 = ~0,5~ 26 = J,l 
27 = ( 1,4) 
28 = ~4,0) 
29 = 2,3) 
JO = ( o, 6~ 
Jl = ( J,2 
32 :::: (1,.5) 
JJ = ~4,1~ 34= 2,4 
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The 1-dimensional transform of 35 points is converted to a 
2-dimensional 5 by 7 WDFT using the above reordering. Since 
there is no zeroth array element in FORTRAN, 1 was added to 
each e::.ement. 
For the output the following reordering was used: 
i = (i mod(5),i mod(?)) 
Again since there does not exist a zeroth ·array element in 
FORTRPu"'i, the output reordering r~~-lly is: 
i = (i mod(5) + l,i mod(?) +1) 
It does not matter which reordering scheme is choosen for the 
output or the input, but the output must use the opposite 
ordering scheme from the in:put[9]. 
The execution time of the program is .19 seconds for 35 points, 
this gives .0054 seconds for 1 point. An FFT program was run 
with an input of J2 points, the execution time is .05 seconds, 
which is .0016 seconds for 1 point. This indicates that the 
FFT is faster than the WDFT, which is consistent with a paper 
done by Morris [lO],in which he compares the FFT to the 
WDFT and finds the FFT to be more efficient. This is due to 
the fact that the ~mFT requires much maneuvering of data from 
one array to the next, this loading and storing of data 
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is what accounts for most of the execution time of the WDFT. 
Therefore, it does not necessarily follow that the Discrete 
Fourier Transform which uses the least number of multiplies 
will have the shortest execution time. The time required for 
loading and storing data, which is characteristic of the 
particular machine being used, versus the time saved by doing 
fewer multiplies is the crucial factor. For this program an 
IBM 3330 was used, which is about twice as fast as the IBM 370. 
If there does exist a machine which can do the loading and 
storage of data faster than the IBM 3330, then the wDFT may 
prove to be faster than the FFT, but at this point the FFT is 
still the better method. 
APPENDIX A 




(xJ-x4 +xS)zJ + x2z2 + xlzl + xo 
+(x3-x:. -tx5) zJ + (x3-x4 -tx5)z
2 
2 1 (x2-x3+x4-x5)z + x1z + x0 
+(x2-xJ+x4-x5)z2 + (x2-x3+x4-x5)zl 
1 (x1-x2+x3-x4+x5)z + xO 






(x3-x4);) + (x2-x4+-..<5)z2 + xlzl +xo 
J ~ 2 ( ) 1 +(x3-x4)z + (x3-xu)z + x3-x4 z 
(x2+x5-x3)z2 + (xl-x3+x4)zl + xo 
2 1 
+(x2+x5-x3)z + (x2+x5-x3)z +(x2+x5-x3) 
1 (xl+x4-x2-x5)z + (xO-x2-x5+xJ) 
AJ 
A4 
2' ~l z .,-z, 
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(x4+x5)z4 + (x3-x5)z3 + x2z2 + xlzl + xO 
+(x4 +x5)z4 - (x4 +x5)_z3 + (x4+x,2)i 
v3xJ 








4 2 3 ' J 2 4 l + ~ Z - Z T Z - Z ~ 
.5 4 3 2 z - z + z - z + z - 1 
+z5 + z4 
-2z4 + z3 -z2 + z - 1 
-2z4 -2z3 
Jz3 2 + z -l - z 
+JzJ + Jz2 
-4z 2 + z l - 1 
-4z2 
- 4z l 
5z - 1 





4 + 2z3 + Jz2 + 4z1 + 5 
z-1 l z5 + z 4 + ZJ + z2 + z1 + 1 
+z5 4 
- z 
4 + ZJ 2 1 + 1 2z + z + z 
+2z4 -2z3 
JzJ + z 2 + 1 + 1 z 
+JzJ Jz2 
4z2 + z1 + 1 
+ 4z2 4 l - z 
5z1 + 1 




- 2z + 1 z 
z
2
+z+1 I 4 3 + z 1 -1 z - z 
+z4 + z3 + z 2 
-2z3 2 ..L. 1 - 1 -z . z 
-2z J 2 -2z -2z 
2 + Jzl 
- 1 z 
+z2 + z 1 + 1 








+1 2Lz2 + (-21+2m)z1 - 2m 
+2Lz2 + 2Lz1 + 21 
(2m - 4L)z1 - 2(m+L) 
2 1 ' 4 3 1 
z -z +1 l z + z - z -1 
+z 
4 
- z3 + z2 
+2zJ 2 ..L-2 l 
-2z . z 
2 1 
z - Jz -1 
2 1 +l +z - z 





-z+1 l2Lz2 + (21+2m)z1 +2m 
+2Lz2 - 2Lz1 + 2L 
(41 + 2m)z1 +(2m -21) 
APPENDIX B 
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. - ao+a1 8 - •o-al 1 2 
. -0 l•s 1 Jill - l•s2 
Ao • mo Al • 1111 
82. Ao 0 ..,o ..,o .., ao 
21fi 
A1 
0 wl 2 3 w w a1 v • e 
A2 
0 2 1 
.., .., .., 
a2 
. -0 u -= 
2w 
3 
B). Ao 0 0 0 0 w w w w ao 
21fi 
0 
._.l 0 · l 4 Al .., -w -w al w • e 
A2 
0 0 ,o 0 
• 
.., 
-w -w A2 
Al 
0 1 0 ,.,1 w -w -w a3 
.1 • ao•a2 52 • a0-a2 s • 3 al+a3 154 - a.1-a.3 
•s • s 1-+s 3 s6 • s 1-s3 
m4 • i sin u•s4 
211' 
"1 • l·s 5 m2 • l•s6 m3 • 1·s2 u • 4 
., • m3•m4 •a • cn3-m4 







81 • al+a4 
•s • sl+sl 
mo • l·s8 ~ 




0 (J 0 0 ,o , w w w ao 
0 1 2 3 4 .., w w .., 'W al 2'11'! 
0 2 4 1 3 -s-
w w w w ., a2 w • e 
0 3 1 4 2 
w .., w 'W 'W al 
0 4 3 2 l 
w .., ., w .., a4 
82 • al·a4 sl • al+a2 84 • al-a2 
s6 • sl-sl .7 ar s2+s4 •a • ss+ao 
• (cos u+cos 2u l)·s5 
(cos u-cos 2u) 
2 m2 • 2 ·s6 
2u)•s2 m4 • i sin2u•s7 ms - i(sin u-sin2u) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w .., w w ., w v 
0 l 2 3 4 5 6 w w .., w ., ., w 
0 2 4 6 l 3 5 w 'W w .., 'W .., w 
0 3 6 2 s l 4 
v w w w w w w 
0 4 1 5 2 6 3 
w w w w w w w 
.,o .,s .,l .,1 .,6 ..,4 w2 





ml • (cos u-2co~2u+coslu ) • sll 
·(sinu+sin2u-sinJu) 





m7 3 5 16 
·(sinu+sir.2u+2sin3u ) 
m8 • 1 3 6 sl7 
B6. Ao 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
v 
"' 
., w w v v w 
•o 
~ o .. l 2 3 4 5 
6 1 




'W' v al 
A2 





'tl w a2 
"3 
0 ..,3 ._,6 
"'1 ..,4 .,7 ""'2 ws a3 .., 1!! 
A4 
0 
..,4 .,..o ..,4 0 ..,4 vo ""'4 8 & .., v a4 v • e 
"s 
wo ..,s .,..2 ..,7 ..,4 ..,1 ..,6 ..,3 
•s 
A6 ..,o ..,6 w4 ..,.2 ..,o . /' 4 2 v ., a6 
,., 0 7 .,6 ..,s 4 3 2 wl 
"" "" ""' 
w v ., 
Alqorithm. 
$2 .. •o-•4 53 • a2+a6 &4 • a2-a6 
56 • al-aS s, • a3+a7 68 • al-a7 
5 10 • sl-s3 5 ll ... ss+s, 8 12 • s5-s7 






!!. u • 8 
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Ao • ml A • 1 9 23 A • 2 517 A3 ~ 5 26 
A4 • m2 As • 5 25 ,\6 ~ 5 18 A7 =- 5 24 
87. Ao 
0 ..,a ..,o ..,a ..,o ..,o ..,o ..,o ..,o w ao 
Al 
0 1 2 
. ..,3 4 5 6 7 8 .., w w .., w .., w w al 
A2 
0 2 4 6 8 1 3 5 7 
.., .., w w w w w w w a2 
A3 
0 
..,3 6 0 3 6 0 3 6 w w w w w w w w a3 
A4 
0 4 8 3 7 2 6 1 5 
w w w w w w w w w a4 
As 0 5 l 6 2 7 3 a 4 w w w w W' w w w w as 
A6 
0 6 3 0 6 ) 0 6 3 
w w w w w w w w w a6 
A7 
0 7 5 ~ 3 1 a· 6 4 2 
.., w w w w w w w w a7 
"a 
0 a 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
w w w w w w w w w a a 
Algorithm: 
'l • al+aa 52 .. al-aS 53 = a7+a2 54 = a7-a2 
•s • a3+a6 56 s a 3-a6 s, :::1 a4+as sa a4-a5 
'9 • s 1+s 3 5 10 "" 5g+s7 511 "" 5 10 +SS 912 :::1 9 ll+ao 
1 13 • s2+s4 5 14 • 5 13+9 8 515 • s1-s3 5 16 = s3-s7 
5 17 - s 7-s 1 5 18 • s2-s4 9 19 :::1 s4-98 5 20 s8-s2 
• l•sl2 
1 
= i sinJu·s14 
2"lf 
lllo "'1 • (- 2 ) · 9 10 m2 u 1:1 9 
1113 • (cos3u-1)•s5 m4 • isin3u·s6 ms = 
(2cosu-cos2u-co54u)• 
3 5 15 





1. 3 • 5 18 m = 9 
. (sinu-sin2u-2sin4u) 
1. 3 •sl9 
11110 • 
. (sinu+2sin2u+sin4u) 
~ 3 • 3 20 
5 21 • ml+ml 5 22 • 5 20+m1 
5 23 • "'o•5 22 5 24 ,. 5 23 1112 
5 25 • 5 23-m2 5 26 - mo+mJ 
5 27 :s 5 26+5 21 5 26 • 5 27+ms 
5 29 • 8 28+m6 SJO • 5 27-m6 5 31 • 5 30+m7 . 5 32 • 
5 27-mS 
slJ • 1 32-1117 s34 • m4+mB 535 • 5 34+rn9 
5 36 = m4-m9 
5 37 • 5 J6+ml0 5 38 • m4-mB 
5 39 
. 9 38-mlO 5 40 • 5 29+9 J.S 
1 41 • 5 29-5 35 5 42 • 5 31+9 37 
5 43 • 5 31-5 37 5 44 • 5 33+5 39 
5 45 • 5 JJ- 5 39 
87 
Ao • mo A1 • 5 40 Al • 5 43 A3 = 5 24 . A4 = 5 43 
As • 5 45 AG • 5 23 A7 a 542 As =- 5 41 
15 k. 
21Ti 
16 B8. ~- r .., J aj k•0,1, ••• ,15 w .. e j-=0 
Algorithm. 
.1 • •o••a 52 • •o-aa s3 a a4+a12 54 = 4 4-a12 
•s • 4 2+4 10 .6 • a2-a10 s, • a6+a14 sa = a6-a14 
.9 • a1+a9 5 10 • a1-a9 5 11 • as+a13 512 = a5-a1J 
8 13 - a3+al1 5 14 • 4 3-all 5 15 = a,+alS 5 16 a7-al5 
8 17 - s1+s3 5 1s • 5 1-s3 5 19 • 55+57 520 = 55-57 
8 21 • s9+s11 5 22 • 5 9-511 5 23 - 5 13+5 15 524 "" 5 13-5 15 
5 25 - 5 17+5 19 5.6 "" 5 17-5 19 5 27 .. 5 21+5 23 5 28 5 21-5 23 
5 29 • 8 25+ 5 27 5 30 • 5 25-9 27 5 31 ::r 522.5 24 532 ... 5 22-5 24 
1 33 - 56+58 5 34 • s6-s8 5 35 • 5 10.516 5 36 IZ 5 10-
5 16 
1 37 • 5 12+5 14 5 38 • 5 12-5 14 5 39 - 5 35+537 540 "' 5 36.5 38 
"l • l·s29 m • 1·s30 m3 • 1•526 m4 • i 5in4u•s28 
2'1r 
u--2 16 
1\ • 1•sl8 r.a6 • i sin4u·520 m a i sin2u • s 31 Ill - cos2u•s32 5 7 8 
119 • 1• 2 m10 • i sin4u• 4 m11 • i sin2u· 33 ~2- cos2u·s34 
m14 • i(sinu-sinJu)·s35 m15 ~ i(sinu + 5in3u)·s37 
m17 • (co5u + co5Ju)·s36 m18 • (cos3u- cosu)•538 
8 69 - 5 60+ 8 64 
8 73 - 5 62+ 5 66 
5 70 .. 5 60- 5 64 
5 74 • 5 62- 9 66 
A2 • 1 47 
Aa • m2 
Al4 • 5 50 
88 
AJ a a72 
.A9 - 5 69 
AlS • 5 70 
APPENDIX C 
Listing and Output of a Computer Simulation for the 35 Point ~DFT 
90 
C JANICE S. DAN~A 
C SL~fw11TTELJ If\ PARIIAl FLLFllf'/Ef\T FCf( THE ~JSTER CF S 
C OPERATlGNS RESEAaCH. 
C APPEND I X C 
c 
C TriS PROGRA~ I~ l5EC TC DETER~I~E EXECUTIC~ Tl~E GF 
C 35 POINT ~l~CGRAD OISC~ElE FCL~IEk TPA~SFCR~. 
C Tr.IS PROGRA~ ~Ill nc lHE 5 PT lRA~SFCR~ FIRST, 
C T~E~ THE 7 PGI~l 1KAN~~CR~ ~Ill Bf CC~E. 
C T~ESE RESLL lS ~Ill BE CC~lRASTED ~ITH ~ 32 PCI~T FA 




C ••••• TrE fOLLO'l~G 5LoRCLTI~ES A~E LSEO: 
C PREMA5 ; DCES lHE P~E-~~lliPL~ AJDS FC~ THE 5 PT TR 
C PREMA7; DOE~ THE PRE-~LlTIFLY ADOS FCR THE 7 PCl~T 
C AFT~A5; DGE~ THE AFlER-~LLTIPLY ADOS FCP THE 5 PCIN 
C AFT~A7; DOE~ lHE AFlER-~LLTI~LY ACDS FC~ TnE 7 PCIN 
C MLL T5; DOE~ lHE f'Jll 11 FliES CF THE 5 PT TR~f\SFCRl~ 






l NP .\1A 7, P 1 , P 1 , P 2 
CO,"iPLEX A( ~,11 ,8~(35) ,OATA(351 
C 07·1 P L E X ~ 5 ( : , l J , ~ ~ C t 7 ) 
COMPLEX M7(E,5' ,!-'7C(5) 
C 0 .wt P L E X u L l ~ ( 4 , l ) , C L l 5 C ( 7 ) , C L T 7 C 6 , 5 ) , C U T 7 0 ( 5 ) 
C 0.~ P LEX ~ ~ ( £ , 7 ) , 55 A { 1 1 , 1} , S 7 t 1 1 , 5 ) , S 7 ~ ( 3 6 , 5 t 
INTEGER P l ,P2 
~PMA 5 ::: E 
~P~A 7 = 11 
N~,\1A 5 = c; 
NA~A 1 = 1 c; 
NATS = NPMA~ ~ ~A~A5 
NAT1 = NP~Ai + ~A~47 
NM 5 = 6 
NM 1 = c; 
p 1 = 5 
p 2 = 7 
N = Pl*P2 
91 
PI== 3.lltl~C:2c54 
4RG1 = 2.•PI~3./35. 
C t~L.~BER lNPll POlf\T~ FRCtl 1 TC Fl*P2 
CO 1 I = 1 , f\ 
c 
c 
CAIA(I)-= 2CCC.~COS(ARGl*FLCATtl-l)) + 
1 C~PL.X( C., 1.) ~2CCC. ~Slf\(AR:Jl ~fl(AT Il-l)) 
1 CC~~TINLE 
CALL REOROCOAlA,A) 
C COV.PUTE lhE PRE:-~Llll PlY ADOS CF THE 5 FCII\T TRAi\Sf 





C CO THE MLLllPLIE~ OF lHE S PCI~T T~A~SFC~~ 
c 
c 
C CO THE AFTER ~LlliPL~ ADUS CF lriE 5 FCI~T TRA~SFCRM 
c 
c 
C CrOUSe lhE CLTPLl CF lHE 5 PCI~f TRA~5FLR~ 
L~ll OLlPL~(~5C,S5A,CL15C,CUl5~ 
c 
C ~E)T CQMPLTE l~E 17 FRE-~LlllFl~ AOGS CF T~E 




C CO q M Ul 1 I P lIE S CF lH E 7 PC I t\ 1 T R 1.\ ~SF C ~ ~. 
c 
CALl M ~L 1 7 ( ~ I , ;..f i C , ~ 7) 
c 
C DO THE AFTER MLlliPl~ ADDS CF THE 7 PCI~T TRA~SFGRM 
c 
CAll AFT~ A I ( ,~ 7 C , ~ 7 , ~ 7 A) 
c 
C C ... 0 0 S E THE F I N A l C L 1 P l 1 C F T H E P 2 ( 1 ) F ( 1 f\ T 
C 1 RAN SFORM. 
c 





CAlL P 0 F ( 8 R ) 
END 
93 
SLOROLTINE REORD(1AlA 1 A) 
COM~UN /SCALAR/~A~A5,~A~A7 1 ~~5.~~7.~F~l5t 
1 NPMA7,PI,PI,P2 
C 0 ·1 P l E X 0 A 1 4 ( 3 : ) 1 4 [ 5 , 7 J 
C J.'1ENSIUN ll( ~:) ,12(351 
INTEGER ? l ,P2 

































C l~IS SLdRGlll~E CO~PLlES THE 8 PRE~LlTIPLY ACCS OF 
C P 1 ( 5 ) P 0 If\ 1 1 r{ A f\ SF C R fW F 2 t 7) l I ME S. 
C AC(J) hiLL CCNTAIN lHE C lH ~ALUE FCR J=l, ••• P2 
C KEORuER l~E INPLl SLCH lHAl lHE FI~Sl VJLUE 
C BEGINS ~IlH ZERC. 
C I.E. A(l,J) I=l, ••• Pl=~; J=l, ••• F2=7 TC 












C G .\1 P L E X A ( P 1 , P 2 ) , A C ( 7 ) , S 5 ( f\ ? " A 5 , P 2 ) 
DO 1 J-=l,P2 
AC(J) == A( l,JJ 
co 2 1 = ~ t p 1 
A(I-l,J) = A(l,J) 
2 CON 1 IN UE 
P ll=P l - 1 
1 CONTINUE 
C • • • • • T h E P ~ E 1"1 L l 1 I P l 't A 0 0 S ( F THE 5 F T T F ~ t\ S F C f< M 
c 
co 3 J = l 'p ~ 
S~( l,Jl = A ( 1 , J ) + A( 4 ,J) 
55( 2,J I ~ A ( l , J) - A ( 4 , J) 
55( 3,J) .:: A(~,J) + A ( 2 , J) 
S~(4,J) = A(3,J) - Al2 ,J) 
55( 5,J) = ~~(L,J) + S5(3,J) 
S5(6,J) = ~~(l,J) - 55 (3 ,J) 
S5( 7,J) :: 5~{2,J) + 55(4,JJ 
S5(8,J) = ~~(5,J) ... A C ( J) 




C THIS SL8RGL11Nt CC~PllES lHE 6 ~UlT1PLIES CF TEE 







CO.~PLEX M:t~,1) ,,.5C(7) 
CO ·~PltX 5~(£,1) 
I~TEGER P2 
C ••••• MULTlPLIES OF 1r.~ ~ PCI~T TP4~SFC~~ 
c 
L= 2.*PI*l./:. 
CO 3 I=l,P~ 
M~C(II = ~~{E,Il 
M5(l,IJ = ((COS(Ll+CC~(Z.~Ll)/2. -1.) * 55(5,1) 
r~ ~ ( 2 , I l ::: ( C C S ( L ) - C C 5 ( 2 • ~ L ) l /2 • * S 5 ( b , I } 
M5(3,I) = C,.,Pl)((.,-l.)*{Sli\(L)+Slf\lZ.~U)) * 55(2,1 
~~(4,1): C~PL)((.,-l.)~SI~(2.~L} •SSt7,1) 






C T~IS SUBROlliNE CC~PLlES lHE AFTER ~UlTIPlY AC£S CF 









COAt1PLEX ,"1~(( 1) ,tJ5( 5 ,7) 
COMPLEX S~A( 17tP2) 
C 00 lHE AFlE~ ~LLliPLIE~ ADOS CF TH 5 PCl~T TKA~SFCR 
c 
co 3 J = 1 'p ~ 
~~A( g,J) .: ~:cc J) + ~5(1 ,J) 
S~A( lC,J > = 55A(~,J) + fJ5(2,Jl 
S~A( ll,J) = ~5A(<;,J) - i"5(2,J) 
S 5A ( 12, J ) = ~5{3,JJ - f-5(4 ,J) 
S ~A ( 1 3, J ) = t~·5(4,J) + ~5(5,J) 
5 ~A ( 14, J ) :: ~5~( lCtJl + S5Atl2 ,J) 
S ~A ( 15, J ) :: 55.\{ lC,~l - S5At 12 ,J) 
S ~A ( 16, J ) .: 55~(11,~) + S5A(l3,Jl 






c----.....-....-.-.-.-.- ..... ~.-..~-..--......_...._.,._..-..- _. ......... ._. ...._.. -~---_.,-.-,_.. _.....__..._......._.. _,_,_ 
C 1H1~ SU6~0uTIN~ CH~US~~ lh~ FI~Al ~UlPUT ~F T~~ 









uu :; J = l,P2 
CUT~C(J) = M50(J} 
u0T5(l,J) = S5A(l4,..;) 
CuT~(2,J) ; S~A(lb,J) 
C~T5(~,J) ~ S5A(l7t~) 
G~T5t~,J) : S5A(l5,J) 
















S L B R 0 lJ T I :· ~ E P R E r~ A 1 ( C L l 5 C , ( L 15 , S 1 ) 
T•·IS SLbkOL liNe CCr-'PUlES 1HE f\FI-'A7 (17) Pl<E-I"UlT IPL 
ACOS OF ThE P2 ( 7) FCI ~1 lf<Af\SFCRtJ 
CCM~ON /SCALA~/~A~A~,~A~A7,~~5,~~7,~P~t5, 
1 NPMA7,PI,PL,P2 
COMPLEX AC( ~),.~(~ 1 5) ,CL15(4,7) ,CLT50(7) 
CO~PL[X 51( 17,51 
INTEGER P 1 ,P2 
A C I 1) :::. OL l~C( lJ 
co 1 J::2,5 
A C ( J ) : 0 L 1 ~ ( J- l , ll 
on 2 I = 1 , t. 
A(l,ll = OL l~C( I+ll 
A ( I , J ) = C l 1 ~ ( J- 1 , I + 1 l 
CONTINUE 
CON TIN LE 
(CJ ,'-1P UTE TrE 17 PRE ~LlliPLY ADOS CF THE 7 PT T J( .a NSF 
NP~A 5 ( B) 1IfJE~ 
cc 3 I = 1 f p 1 
S7(l,I) = A(l,IJ + A ( 6 , I I 
57(2,1) ~ A(l,I) - A(c,Il 
S7(3,IJ .:; A(4,Il + A(3,I) 
S7f4rl> ;: A(o4,!) - A(3,Il 
57(5,1) = A(2,It + A(5,[1 
S/(6,11 = A(2,1) - A ( 5 ,1 } 
S7(7,I) = 51(1,1) + 57(3,1) 
S7(8,J) = 51(7,1) + 57(5,1) 
S7(S,I) = ~1(€,1} + A C {I) 
57(10,IJ = ~7( 1,1) - ~7(3 ,I) 
57,11,1) = ~1(3,1) - ~7{5,1} 
57(12,1) = ~7(5,1) - ~7(1,1) 
S7(13,I) = ~1(2,1) + ~7(4,1) 
57(14,1) = ~1(13,1) + ~7(6 ,I I 
57(15,1) = ~1{2,1) - ~7(4,1) 
57(16,1} = ~1(4,1) -S7(6,IJ 
57(17,1) = 5#(6,IJ - ~7(2,Il 




C T~IS SL~ROLll~E DCES THE ~~7 (g) ~ULTIPllES CF TrE P 










Cl.H·1?LEX .~7(( ~) ,~1{ 8 ,5) 
CU"1PLEX 51( 1 1,5) 
INTEGER P 1 
L= 2.*PI*l.17. 
CO 3 1 = 1 ,P 1 
n7C(IJ = ~i(<:,[J 
M7(l,l) = ((CO~(L) + CCS(2.*L) + CCS(3.•U})/3.- 1. 
M 7 ( 2, I ) = { 2. *C C S { L) - C C ~ { 2. ~ u l - C C S l3. *U ) ) I 3 • * 
~ 7 { 3, I ) = ( C C S { L) - 2. •c ( S ( 2. * L) + C C S (3. *U) l /3. *S 
M7(4,IJ = (CCS(L) + CC~(2*L) - 2.*CCS(3.*U))/3. * S 
,'17(5,1) = Ct-'PLX(C.,-l.l*lSli\{L) + Sl~(2.*U)- S1N(3 
1 57(14,1) 
M 7 ( 6, I ) = C fJ P L X { C. , -1 • ) :t ( 2. • S I ~ ( U) - SIt\ ( 2 • *U ) + S I 
1 S7(L5,IJ 
M7( 7,1) = C}IIPL)((C. ,-l.)*{Slr\(L)-2.~Slt\t2.*Ul-Slh(3. 
1 S7ll6,I) 
M 1 ( 8, I ) = C ~ P L ;. ( C. , -1. l * ( S l f\ ( L l + S I f\ {2. *U) +2. *S I" { 3. 
1 57(17,1) 
~ CONTINUE 




C T f-. I S SUB R 0 l 1 I N E C C iJ1 ~ l. l E S l HE ~ .'l/J A 7 ( 1 9 ) AFT E R .UU l T I 
C ACDITIONS CF lHE Pl (5) PCI~T l~A~SfCR~ • 
C 0 ;., .'1 0 N I 5 C A L A R I f.. A t'. A 5 , f\ A ~ A 7 t i\ ~ 5 , f\ 1J 7 , f\ P ~ t 5 , 
1 :~ P M A 7 , P I , P 1 , P 2 
c 
INTEGER p 1 




co ") I= 1 , P 1 
S1A( 18, I, =: ~ 7 C ( I) + P-17(1,1) 
57A( 1<;, I) = ~7A{ lE,Il + f-7(2,1) 
S7A(2G,Il ; ~7A(lS,l) + f-'7(3,1) 
S7A{2l,I) ..: ~ /,\ ( 1 8 , I J - f-7(2 tl) 
S7A(22,l) = 57.\(21,1) - ~7(4,1) 
S7A(23,l) = ~ lA ( 18 , I 1 - ~7(3,I) 
S1A(24,I) = 574(23,1) + ~7(4,1) 
S7A( 25, I J = fJ7(5,1) + ,.7{6,Il 
514( 26, I l = ~74(25,1) .. t'J7(7,1) 
~1Al27,I) : 1"7(5,I) - ~7(6,1) 
~7A(28,I) = 5(L\(27,{) - f17(3,I) 
51A(2Srll = t~7< ~ ,r J - f<'7(7,II 
S1At3C,l) :: S7~f2S,l) + tw7(8,I) 
S7A( 31, I) : ~7Al2C,It + S7A{26,Il 
S7A(32,I) .:: S/4(2C,IJ - S7A(26,l) 
S7A(33,IJ = 57A(22,J) + S7At28 ,r J 
S7A(34,I) = 57At22,1) - S7A<28 ,I l 
51A{35,II = 57Al24,I) + S7A(3C,I) 





SLBROLT lNE CL 1PL l{ S 'iA ,1w7C ,(l.J 170 ,CUT7) 
C Tt-15 SlJOROLl[NE ~ElS lr.E fi"Al CUTFUT Cf ThE 







INTEGER P 1 
COMPLEX ~1C(Pl) ,GLT7( {; ,Pl) ,CLT70lPl) ,S7~(36,Pl) 
CO 3 J::l,Pl 
CLT7C(J) = ~IC(J)" 
Gll 7( l,J) = 574( ~1 ,J) 
OLT7(2,J) = ~7Al33,~l 
OLT7(3,J) = S7t\(36,J) 
OL T7( 4tJ) = 57A( 35 ''"') 
OLT7( 5,J) = ~1A( 34 ,J) 
OL;l7( 6,J) = S?A{ 32 ,J) 
3 CONTINUE 









l N P i-1 A 7 , P I , P l , ;> 2 
INTEGER Pl,P2,Pll 
C0'-1PLEX ~( ~ ,7) ,8R(35) ,CLT7Cl Pl) ,CUT7l6 ,Fl) 
CIMENSIO~ IG1(35J,IG2(35l 
N=? l*P 2 
CO 2 I = l , P 1 
ACI,ll = CLT1C(ll 
co 1 J = 2 'p 2 
A(I,J):: Oll7(J-l,l) 
1 CON liN ~E 
2 CONTlNLE 
CO 10 I= l, ~ 
I I= 1- 1 
IGl(l) = ~~CO(II,Pl) +1 
lC CO~TINLE 
00 11 J = 1 'l\ 
JJ=J-1 
IG2(J) = M00(JJ,P2) +1 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 30 l=l,N 
BR ( I ) = A ( I G 1 ( I ) , I G 2 ( I ) ) 
3C CONTINLJE 
! 1 CO~ TIN LJE 









1 N P ~~A 7 , P I , P l , P 2 
CO~PLEX BR(35) 
C I 1-f E ~~ S I 0 .~ R fJ A G ( 3 5 ) , R E A (\ { 3 5 ) , f.. 1 c A t\ { 3 5 ) , F ~ E C ( 3 5 ) 
INTEGER P 1 ,p 2 
\-\RilE(6,1CC) 
N=P l*P 2 
T-=1./35. 
Cu 1 K= l,f\ 
REAN(K) = REAL(U~(K)' 
R IE AN ( K ) = A I.~ 4 G { B R ( l< ) ) 
RMAG(KJ = 5CRT(REAN(KJ~•z + RIEAN{Kl**2) 
l CG\JTINLE 
2 CONll~t.;f 
10 T = C. 
CO 1 0 I = 1 , 1'\ 
TOl =TOT + k~4G(IJ 
IC CONTINLE 
lf(TDT.NE.C.J GO TC 7( 
~RlTE(6,l2CI TOl 
TOT = 1. 
7 C CO 5 c I = 1 , ~ 
F R EQ ( I J = FLO A T ( I- l ) I ( F l CAl { f\ l ~ T t 
RMAG{ I) = R~AG( 1 )/1Cl 
kRlTE(6,ECI FREQ(IJ,RfJAG(l) 
~C CONTINLE 
EC FOR"-iAT(lH ,l),FlC.4,lS),Fl5.5) 
l(C FORMAT( IIJJJ/1/lHC, I Ff<E,LE~CY(HERTZl I ,zux, 
l • PO\\ER ~PECTRAl DE~SlTY') 
1 ~ C f 0 R .'-1 A T ( ' 1 C T = ' f E 1 C • 4 J 
R E T~RN 
END 
104 
F R EQU t.NC 'f (tiE~ T l ) PCa'VcK SPECTRAL uE:iSil t 
o.u t..COOOG 
l-0000 ti • GO(., L\.i 
2.0000 O.~OC0u 
3 .oooo (:. 999 '7~ 
4.00()0 0.L0(,0l-
~.ut,vO (. • Lu v liG 
b.OOOO (.,. L.Civ LtJ 
7. (;000 (J.LOOLv 
a.oooo (j. uo 0 ~ Ci 
9.0000 0. 00 0 lJ(.; 
10 .oooo u. L'O(; CO 
11. OuOO ~. ()0(, 00 
12 .oooo (, • t,Q u l; (; 
13 .cooo c .0000~ 
1~ .oooo O.liOOUO 
15.0000 0.00000 
l6.0UJO C • C.iOU u(; 
17.0000 (.; • (;0 u (JO 
18 .oooo o.uu~uu 
19 .oooo v. \.#0 L L(, 
20 .OuOO CJ • GO u (J U 
21.0000 0 .uoouu 
22 .oooo 0.000 CG 
23.0000 0. ~Olillu 
24 .OOOG u.LO\JO\i 
25.0000 G. LC.v lJu 
2b.CJOOO U.l,O~uv 
27.0000 u • uoc ou 
28 .oooo C .OCGOu 
29 .OuCJO o.ooooo 
30 .oooo c.uovo\.1 
..)1 .OuOO o.l-00(;u 
32.0000 (, .1JGOOu 
33 .oooo 0. GOG Oll 
34.0000 (;.00000 
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